Trend topics in animal science: a bibliometric analysis using CiteSpace
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Abstract: The aim of this study was the identification of trends topics in animal science in the last five years using bibliometric analysis. The research data consisted of 6972 studies published between 2015 and 2019 in the top five journals of animal science field, according to the Journal Citation Reports. The journals were analyzed in terms of number and types of publications, author, institution, country productivity, citation analysis, and citation burst. In the study, emerging trends and animal science intellectual structures were visualized with social network analysis. The evidence revealed in this study suggests that ‘genomic prediction’ is the most effective field of study in animal science field. ‘Growth performance’, ‘Staphylococcus aureus’, and ‘Genomic prediction’ were found as active clusters, and these topics may become popular in the future. Moreover, as a result of the word analysis conducted on the works made in the field, it was found that most repeated words are dairy cow, cattle, and performance. Also, it is thought that this study, which is the first bibliometric study in the field of animal science, will provide useful information to the researchers who will work in this field.
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1. Introduction
Bibliometric analysis is used to qualitatively and quantitatively analyze the effects of journals, institutions, research groups, individual researchers, or countries [1]. The use of bibliometric indicators has been increasing in recent years. Through bibliometric analysis and visualization, we can explore the intellectual landscape of a knowledge domain and discern what questions researchers have been trying to answer and which methods were used and developed for this purpose [2]. As a widely accepted definition in literature, bibliometric is the application of mathematical and statistical methods on articles, journals, and books [3,4]. In other words, bibliometric is defined as the numerical analysis of the publications produced by individuals or institutions in a given period and a specific topic area and the relations between these publications [5]. Bibliometric knowledge saves an ample amount of time for researchers to get started with the research of a domain and helps to inform about the major trends observed in the fields studied [6]. Bibliometric studies are of the nature of the studies carried out in the field and provide valuable information about the direction and quality of scientific researches [7]. Thus, it helps researchers to have an overview of the central studies and trending topics leading the field. The most widely used analysis in bibliometric studies are; author analysis, concept maps, cluster-factor analysis, citations, and reciprocal citations. In a sense, bibliometric studies do a citation network review in the background. For this reason, social network analysis which is a useful tool for examining networks and the structures that make up the network, is accepted as a helpful method for bibliometric studies.

Social network analysis is an interdisciplinary research area built on the theoretical bases obtained from sociology, anthropology, statistics, mathematics, information sciences, education, psychology, and other disciplines over a long period [8]. Social network analysis aims to explain, visualize, and understand the network structure obtained from the relationships among individuals, objects, or units through statistical modeling. Many systems in nature and technology are examples of social networks [9]. Visual representation of social networks is quite significant in terms of understanding the data in the network and interpreting the results of the analysis more easily [10]. Most of the software developed for this purpose have various modules for the visualization of the network. The discovery of the data at hand, the display of the nodes and connections in different designs are realized by visualizing them in different shapes according to their colors, dimensions, and other advanced features.

Bibliometric analyses offer a useful tool to represent the available literature in a specific research field. It involves
quantitative and visual processes to identify patterns and dynamics in scientific publications [11]. This study aims to determine trends in the animal science field by examining bibliometric features of the studies published in the literature, which are listed in WoS database. It was planned to discuss the knowledge structure and specific research themes in terms of leading researchers, authors, institutions, and countries in the field of animal science and their implications on the nature of animal science. In this way, the research will allow the researchers to have an overview of the intellectual structure and the current research themes in the field and reference books to be benefited from within the framework of the topic. The main question this study focused on was what were the authors, journals, countries of publication, subject fields that were effective in the works performed between 2015 and 2019 for animal science.

Thanks to CiteSpace software, in this study, the cocitation networks in the domain of animal science studies were described, the intellectual base and research front were noticed, and the critical points were analyzed. Thus, a general picture of animal science studies was presented. By defining intellectual milestones and dynamically visualizing citation networks, it will be easier to understand evolution, development, and trends in a particular scientific field.

2. Material and methods

In this study, the articles published between 2015 and 2019 on the animal science field were analyzed which were listed in Web of Science (WoS) database, and the last update of the database used for this study was 14.05.2019. Five journals that have the highest impact factor out of 60 journals in the Agriculture, Dairy, and Animal sciences category, according to the Incites Journal Citation Reports were selected for the study.

The number of publications that were studied was 6972 among these journals. The dataset was visualized and analyzed by using a new version of CiteSpace (5.4 R 4, issued on 2018).

2.1. Data analysis

As a result of the scanning performed on 6972 articles from the selected five journals in WoS Core Collection database, the following data were obtained: all bibliometric data, including the name of the authors and publications, title, source of the document, publication year, number of publications, number of citations, and type of the article were gathered together and saved as a text document. The academic works obtained after this operation were recorded into different data files, each containing 500 scientific works. The distribution of the works by years was shown in Table 1.

The literature type was defined as "all types" for the selected criteria. Six document types were found in these 6972 publications, and two publications were considered in the other category. The most frequent document type was the original article (n: 6605, 94.7%), accounting for 94.7% of total publications. The second position was review (226), with a proportion of 3.2%. The data was transferred to CiteSpace software for further analysis. CiteSpace is a Java application that combines information visualization methods, bibliometric, and data mining algorithms in an interactive visualization tool for the extraction of patterns in citation data [12]. CiteSpace software helps in finding the intellectual turning points and detecting burst terms, further demonstrating the dynamic changes and developments in animal science field studies and critical points in the development of a subject area or a discipline.

CiteSpace visualizes the networks in consequent years as a merged network. Dots in visualization represent the nodes in the networks. The lines connecting the nodes show the cocitation links and the color of the lines between nodes represents the year of citation that helps to understand which part of network is old and which part of network is new. The visualizations only illustrates highly cited publications, whereas CiteSpace lists the all citations in a table.

### Table 1. Number of publications. The table shows that the total number of publications for each journal between 2015 and 2019.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARoAB</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSE</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JoASaB</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JoDS</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>1 024</td>
<td>932</td>
<td>955</td>
<td>853</td>
<td>4 194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>1 962</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and discussion

The number of citations that an article has was the main factor to reflect the quality of a paper. H-index, also known as H index or H factor (H-factor), stands for “high citations”. According to the analysis of the data from WoS, the citations in all publications, and the H-index of different journals were respectively Annual Review of Animal Biosciences (ARoAB) 18, Genetics Selection Evolution (GSE) 22, Journal of Animal Science and Biotechnology (JoASaB) 20, Journal of Dairy Science (JoDS) 34 and Poultry Science (PS) 23. Although JoDS has the highest H-index value and sum of times cited value, it was found that ARoAB has the highest average citation per item. The higher the average citation per item value also affects the impact factor of the journal, in which AroAB has a higher impact factor than the other journals. The reason JoDS’s sum of times cited value was higher than other journals was due to the fact that this journal has more publications each year than the other journals studied.

3.1. Analysis of data by reference

It was found that the 6972 articles that were analyzed in this study were cited 170,653 times. Figure 1 shows the network of the works with 30 or more citations. Articles that were cited less than 30 were not included in the network shown in Figure 1 since the threshold value was set as 30. The network shown in Figure 1 has a total of 187 nodes and 826 connections. The density of the network was found to be 0.0475. The thickness of a ring is comparable to the number of citations received in that time slice. Thus, a large-sized circle denotes a highly cited unit, reference.

The blue nodes in Figure 1 represent the studies that were published earlier (2015), while the yellow nodes represent article that was published recently (2019). The rings in Figure 1 depicted the citation history of a cited reference, with its thickness denoting its amount of citations within a time range. The larger the ring, the more article was cited. A line between two rings reflected the cocitation link of two cited references, with its thickness showing the strength of cocitation and its color showing the time of the first cooccurrence. The color bar on the top indicates different time slices of publication years (Blue: 2015, Purple: 2016, Pink: 2017, Orange: 2018, Yellow: 2019). Rings and lines with specific colors pertain to the corresponding time range. Also, the red color was usually used to label the citation burst, and the purple color was added to a ring to demonstrate a high betweenness centrality. [13] reported that betweenness centrality, measured according to the number of links passing a node in a network, implies the degree of significance of a node. Thus a node with high betweenness centrality value and citation frequency usually signifies a revolutionary scientific work that proposes new theories or innovations.

The modularity Q and the mean silhouette scores were two important metrics that tell us about the overall structural properties of the network. High modularity value means that there were secure connections among the nodes in the modules, but the relationship between the nodes of different modules is sparse [14,15]. The mean

Figure 1. Visualization map of the reference network. The abbreviations that are written over the nodes correspond to the reference.
The silhouette value, which indicates the similarity of the elements in a cluster, it is providing information about the structure of the clusters. The modularity value was 0.6078, which means that the network is reasonably divided into loosely coupled clusters, and the mean silhouette value was 0.3277, suggesting that the homogeneity of these clusters was not very high. A total of 6972 academic works were divided into 17 clusters. Cluster analysis helps us understand the main features of science mapping [2]. CiteSpace provides different display modes, cluster view, and time-zone view. The time-zone view highlights the cocitation network changes with time, while the cluster view emphasizes the division of cocitation clusters within a period. In either time-zone view or cluster view of the cocitation network provided by CiteSpace, several critical attributes are represented by specified rings, lines, and colors.

Figure 2 shows a timeline visualization of the seven largest clusters and their interrelationships. Clusters were numbered from 0 to 6, cluster #0 (genomic prediction) was the largest cluster, and cluster #1 (bovine milk) was the second-largest one that was mentioned the most of the articles. It was observed from the results that the clusters have different durations. As shown in Figure 2, genomic prediction, bovine milk, and dairy calf clusters were sustained a long period of years, whereas the other clusters were relatively short-lived. Genomic prediction, bovine milk, and perinatal period clusters were active until 2018. Since our study focused on these seven large clusters, the size and the silhouette values of these clusters were studied and shown in Table 2.

Cluster #0 was the largest cluster, containing 31 references across 11 years from 2006 till 2016. The median year of all references in this cluster was 2009. This cluster's silhouette value was 0.896. The silhouette column shows the homogeneity of a cluster. The higher the silhouette score, the more consistent of the cluster members were, provided the clusters in comparison have similar sizes [13].

Large-sized nodes or nodes with red tree rings were of particular interest in Figure 2 because they were either highly cited or have citation bursts or both. Thus, the result of burst analysis, which has been performed to see the most popular years of the works performed by different researchers, was shown that the highest citation burst value belongs that to the studies conducted by Vanraden PM, 2008.

3.2. Analysis of data by the author
The network has a total of 259 authors. JJ Loor was the author who had the highest productivity among others, with 73 times cited and belonged to cluster #3. Other highest cited authors were, SJ Leblanc (44 cited) belonged to cluster #1, and J Dijkstra (41 cited) belonged to cluster #0.

A total of 6972 academic studies were divided into 74 clusters, according to the authors. A timeline visualization

---

**Figure 2.** The references timeline view of the largest clusters. The abbreviations that are written over the nodes correspond to the reference.
analysis of the largest clusters, according to the author, were cluster numbered from 0 to 11. Cluster #0 (rumen methane emission) was the largest cluster, and cluster #1 (commercial aviary) was the second-largest one.

As a result of the analysis, it was determined that a total of 259 authors were cited. Also, the results of burst analysis, which have been performed to see the most popular years of the works performed by different researchers, were shown that the author with the highest citation burst value is Nagendra P. Shan (2015), with 4.98. Citation burst, one of the most effective methods to determine research trends in the discipline, was occurred in Cluster #1 (commercial aviary), according to the author.

In timeline visualizations of cited authors, a cited author was positioned based on the earliest year in which he/she was cited in the dataset. A possible extension of this design would differentiate citations to the same author in different years [13].

A timeline visualization in Figure 3 shows that Clusters #3 (mammary epithelial cell), #6 (technological trait), and #11 (apparent ruminal synthesis) were not active clusters.

The homogeneity of the cluster is measured by silhouette value. If the cluster silhouette value is low, it is not shown in timeline visualization by the software due to cluster heterogeneity. Cluster labels, and the number of clusters are determined by the spectral clustering algorithm of CiteSpace software based on the optimal cut automatically, and the software does not allow analysts to determine the number of clusters there should be [13].

From the results, it has been seen that a specialization field has been developed over time, starting from the conceptualization stage. Moreover, some fields that have completed its development may have shifted to another area of expertise over time.

### 3.3. Analysis of data by country productivity

As a result of the country collaboration analysis, the network consisted of 68 nodes and 500 connections. The density of the country collaboration network was 0.2195. The country with the highest citation in animal science was the USA with 2595 citations; the country with the highest centrality was also the USA with a value of 0.18. Accordingly, it can be seen that the USA is already a well-known leader country. The country that has the second-highest citation was PRC with 1064 citations. On the other hand, the centrality values of Brazil and New Zealand were computed as 0.00 and it was concluded that both of them were not active in the animal science field. The citations of top ten countries are respectively listed as follows: USA (2595), China (1064), Canada (688), Brazil (427), Germany (393), Italy (389), Netherland (381), France (318), Australia (295) and Denmark (242).

### 3.4. Analysis of data by key words analysis

A key word analysis is an effective way to show emerging trends and track research topics over time because key words provide a concise summary of a document. Key word analysis was performed without any restrictions based on the frequency of the words. The network that has been formed accordingly has 113 nodes and 719 connections. The density of the network was found to be 0.1136. The number of repetitions of each word, the years of repetition and the centrality values of the words were displayed in Table 3, allowing statistical interpretation of visual results.

The modularity value was 0.3997, and the mean silhouette value was 0.6191. According to mean silhouette value, which indicates the similarity of the elements in a cluster, it was observed that academic works included within the extent of the study are well-clustered. The silhouette value close to 1 indicates functional clustering. The network was divided into a total of 5 clusters, as displayed in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4, the largest cluster was growth performance.

When the top 10 key words were reviewed, “performance”, “broiler”, “chicken”, “growth”, “growth performance” belonged to the highest cluster #0 (growth performance), and it was still an active cluster.

### Table 2. Summary of the clusters. The table shows that the cluster size, silhouette values, and mean (years) of the seven largest clusters automatically selected according to the reference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster ID</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Silhouette</th>
<th>Mean (year)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#0 genomic prediction</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1 bovine milk</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2 reproductive performance</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3 whole-genome sequence</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4 dairy calf</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5 laying hen</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6 peripartal period</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As can be seen from Figure 4, the largest cluster (#0 growth performance) and the second-largest cluster #1 (staphylococcus) were still active clusters. In contrast, the #4 (technical note) cluster had been ended by 2017.

Five highest citation burst value was displayed in Table 4. As shown in the table, “nutrient digestibility” was defined as an active keyword since 2017, and this may become a popular topic in the future. Besides, citation bursts were mostly cluster #2. Thus we can say that staphylococcus aureus is an active field.

3.5. Analysis of data by productivity of institution

More than 50 institutions were identified in 6971 works. Table 1 was created according to the results of the productivity analysis of the institutions. The network that has been formed accordingly has 87 nodes and 595 connections. The density of the network was found to be 0.159.

The analysis showed that the critical publications came from University of Guelph. At the same time, University of Guelph is a high central institution in this area. The modularity value was 0.2763, and the mean silhouette value was 0.4159. The network was divided into a total of 7 clusters. The largest and the second-largest clusters were quantitative trait loci and genomic prediction, respectively.

As a result of the timeline visualization analysis, the largest cluster (#0 quantitative trait loci) was not an active field.
cluster. This cluster was active during the period between 2015 and 2017. Second-largest cluster #1 (genomic prediction) and #2 (lactobacillus plantarum zdy2013) were still active clusters. Moreover, cluster #2 mean silhouette score of cluster # 2 was 0.534, which suggests that the homogeneity of this cluster on average was not very high, but not very low either. Top cited references in this cluster were mostly articles published in early 2015.

Wageningen University was the most active institution with the highest burst, and it belonged to cluster #1 (genomic prediction).

4. Conclusion
This study has been performed to determine the outstanding authors, journals, countries, and subject areas of the works completed in the animal science area through a bibliometric analysis of the academic works published in the WoS database. A total of 6972 academic works published between 2015 and 2019 have been analyzed through CiteSpace software, and the outcomes were reported both graphically and statistically. The evidence revealed in this study suggests that 'genomic prediction' is the most effective topic of study in the animal science field and will be still an active topic in the future. The most effective country is the USA, which is the most central state of the domain, and many critical publications originated from the USA.

To avoid misunderstanding and to guide future investigations, the main limitation of this study should be noted. Even though the data covered the most critical articles in the field of animal science in the WoS database by CiteSpace comprehensively, some of the essential journals were excluded. It is thought that this study will set an example for scientists studying animal science for their future studies in terms of the performance of the analysis.

5. Software and data repository resources
CiteSpace software can be downloaded from http://cluster.cis.drexel.edu/~cchen/citespace/. All data used in this study are from the Web of Science database.
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